Ch Sec 30 2010

Found old marker with bearings on 4' 08" 12' High A 1/2 Iron Pipe Bank 700. 13 North of Post Old Bearing Tree East The Post Old Bearing Trees Are

14' 20 North N 50; 35 E
Now 24' from Stump Scribing Still Good
20' 20 North N 19 30 W 40 E
22' from Stump Same Did Not Cut Open Has Well Healed Face

"I set a 2" Iron Pipe in place of old Spr. limit left Spr limit Be Side Pipe Do Not Need New Bearing Trees

G. Another & Skinner 4-20-66

See was Note
OK B. Reichert
T. H. Kinsey

Mar. 7 CS

BOOK 5 11/16/11